
 
 
 
 
19 May, 2014 
 
 
The Hon Julie Bishop MP 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600 
  
 
Dear Minister, 
 
 
On behalf of the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network I would like to express deep concern at 
the recent meeting held by the Australian Ambassador in Tel Aviv in occupied East Jerusalem 
with the Israeli Minister responsible for settlement expansion. I also again seek a meeting with 
you to seek clarification of recent Australian policy moves that appear to depart from Australia’s 
traditional position on a ‘two-state solution’.  

The recent meeting between David Sharma, Australia’s Ambassador to Israel, and Israel’s Minister 
for Housing and Construction, Uri Ariel, in East Jerusalem has received wide publicity. Australia has 
long held a bi-partisan position of support for a two state solution. As recently as April this year 
DFAT officials have confirmed with us that this remains Australia’s official policy.  Israel’s continued 
occupation of East Jerusalem is a serious impediment to such an outcome and its aggressive 
escalation of settlement building is one of the main factors preventing such an outcome.    

In the context of the status of such territories under international law, Australia has strictly avoided 
any acts that could be seen by Israel or the wider international community as recognition of Israeli 
sovereignty in occupied territories. This has been the case under Coalition and Labor Governments 
since 1967 and follows a number of Government policy decisions to this effect dating back to 1967. 
Avoidance of calls on Israeli Ministers in premises on occupied territory, for example, have 
consistently been observed by visiting Australian Ministers including former Prime Minister Howard 
in 2000.  

A call on the Israeli Minister responsible for housing and construction (and thus for settlement 
expansion in East Jerusalem) can only be seen as a gross violation of Palestinian rights. While the 
DFAT spokesperson has dismissed such concerns as an informal act in the context of ongoing 
negotiations, that is not how international law works or how it is seen by other Western countries. 
Parties outside the conflict do not try to pre-empt the negotiations and should avoid offending the 
concerns of both sides. Such a move can be seen as tacit acceptance, even approval, of activity by 



 

one party which is illegal under international law and signals that Australia does not in fact hold a 
position of genuine support for a two state solution. 

We have appreciated opportunities to meet with your staff since your appointment as Foreign 
Minister.  In that time, however, a number of policy decisions appear to have been taken which 
fundamentally move Australia’s position towards a blindly pro-Israeli perspective. Given the access 
that other interest groups apparently enjoy on such issues, it would seem timely that you also 
communicate with APAN your perspective on events and on how Australia can assist in moving the 
Middle East negotiations towards a viable outcome.  

The Australian Jewish Democratic Society and the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network are 
undertaking a joint delegation to Canberra on the 16-17 June and we write to seek a meeting with 
you. We expect that the reported visit of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to Australia will 
require clear articulation of Australia’s relationship with the parties to the conflict. In this context, 
we would like to raise with you our current concerns about Israeli policies, particularly as they 
impact upon the human rights of Palestinians. We particularly would like to discuss with you 
Australia’s policy regarding Israeli settlements. 

The recent move by Mr Sharma make such a meeting even more urgently desirable. We would 
particularly appreciate your clarification on  

1. Whether the envoy's actions in accepting a meeting occupied Jerusalem was approved 
by yourself, your office or senior officials of DFAT? 

2. Whether an explanation or apology has been sent to Palestinian authorities? 
3. Whether Australia’s traditional policy of not pre-empting the outcome of negotiations 

will continue to be observed? 

We would look forward to an opportunity to meet with you.  I would ask your office to please 
contact APAN’s Executive Officer Ms Jessica Morrison at Jessica@apan.org.au or 0431 519 577 to 
discuss. 

 

Yours sincerely 

  

Bishop George Browning 
APAN President 
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